
What happened to Pompeii? 

 

Some of you may have heard about the ancient city of Pompeii and what 

happened on that one day to change lives forever, and if you haven't you’re in for a 

surprise. In this article that is exactly what you will be reading about. So grab some 

snacks! We are going to travel back to 79 A.D. when it all started.  

 

First of all we should learn a little about the people that were affected, right? 

The daily life of the ancient people was much like our own daily lives. They would wake 

up when the sun was rising and start their day early. Ok. That statement might not be 

true for some of us, but it is how our farmers live. Only a few houses in the town had 

water, so after they woke up, they would go over to one of those houses and wash up 

for the day. After they were all clean they would eat their breakfast. What did they eat 

you ask? The ancient citizens of Pompeii would eat cheese and bread in the morning. If 

they had a vegetable they might throw that in the mix too. After they were done eating 

they would go to work like most of us do today. Later in the morning the rest of the 

citizens would come out and start their day; go to the marketplace, talk, and discuss 

the problems that the town may have had. After work, around our lunch time, they had 

the freedom to relax, watch the gladiators fight, and make bread, fish, cake, fruit, ect. 

Next, they would have the opportunity to use the thermal baths. A short time before 

sunset they would go into their houses and eat dinner. For dinner they would eat eggs 

and olives. If they were part of the wealthier class they would also have cakes, meat 

and fish. When they were done eating they would usually go to bed early, knowing that 

the streets of Pompeii are dangerous at night. The people of Pompeii were also traders. 

They traded things like olive oil, wine, grain, wool cloth, glassware, and silk. Fun fact: 

the average life expectancy for this time period was 35 years. 

 

Now that we know a little about the people of Pompeii, we should probably learn 

about what happened to them and their city. On the day of the natural disaster they 

started their day like any other day. Around midday the sky was dark with smoke, 

violent shakes from the volcano makes buildings collapse, and people start fleeing to 

the beach to escape, but were unable. By the time evening came, pumice and ash 

started to cover the city. By now people have taken shelter inside their houses. Little 

did they know their doors were being blocked and their ceilings were caving in under 

the weight of the debrie. Later, the volcano begins to unleash bigger and heavier pieces 

of pumice. This causes buildings to collapse and the first deadly surge. By midnight the 

cloud of smoke is at its maximum height and collapses suddenly. This sudden collapsing 

of the smoke races down the north-west side of the mountain towards Herculaneum, 



instantly killing anyone in its path. The next morning, huge pyroclastic surges go into 

the city and kill anyone still alive and ashing remaining buildings.  

 

 For many years the city remained covered in the rocks and ashes of the 

volcano. It wasn't until 1748 when archeologists started to uncover the lost city of 

Pompeii. When pompeii and the surrounding cities were uncovered they found many 

pieces of jewelry, furniture (like chairs and chests), and remains of the unlucky people 

that didn’t make it out alive. Some of the jewelry they found were rings that were 

supposed to give the person that was wearing it protection from the gods. Along with 

chairs and chests they also found swords and shields from the guards. Along with the 

belongings of the people, they also found the bodies of the people. For some of them it 

was just the skeleton but for others they were perfectly preserved to where their entire 

body was still intact and looked like what they would have looked like when they were 

alive. Since they were so preserved we were able to find out a little about their diet and 

their health. (PG1.) 

 

Now that you have heard about the ancient city of Pompeii you can teach 

someone else about it and know what happened there to change their lives and our 

world forever. If you do tell someone about Pompeii make sure to include what they 

were like and what happened from then to now. Also make sure you include why you 

are interested in it. I’m interested in it because I like to know what happened to people 

back before I was born.  
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